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‘Why’ has been argued to be externally-merged directly in the Left Periphery of 

the clause (Rizzi 2001, Shlonsky & Soare 2011, Stepanov & Tsai 2008, a.o.) and 

is not expected to surface clause-internally (‘in situ’), yet it does in Trevisan, a 

Venetan dialect. In this paper, we present and discuss the different distributional 

properties of the two truth-conditionally equivalent why-words of Trevisan, 

parché and parcossa, and argue that their different distributional properties can 

be explained in terms of different external-merge sites, i.e. left-peripheral and 

TP-internal, respectively. 
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1. Introduction 

 

Trevisan is a North Eastern Italian dialect spoken in the Veneto region. In this paper, we 

concentrate on the variety of Trevisan described in detail in Bonan (2019), more precisely on the 

morphosyntax of two why-words: parché and parcossa.  

 Let us start with a brief overview of the main properties of the interrogative syntax of the 

variety of Trevisan under investigation. The language displays so-called ‘optional wh-in situ’ in 
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genuine, answer-seeking questions: regardless of whether wh-elements are lexically restricted, as 

in (1), or bare, as in (2), they are able to surface either fronted to the Left Periphery of the clause, 

or clause-internally: 

 

(1) a. Che profesor ga-ea  visto al  marcà? 

  What professor has=she seen at.the market 

  “Which professor did she see at the market?” 

 b. Ga-ea visto che profesor al marcà? 

           Has=she seen what professor at.the market 

 

(2) a.  Chi ga-tu  visto al marcà? 

  Who have=you seen at.the market 

  “Who did you see at the market?” 

 b. Ga-tu  visto chi al marcà? 

  Have=you seen who at.the market 

 

 Not only can wh-elements surface clause-internally in matrix questions, such as those in (1) 

and (2), but they are also licit ‘in situ’ in long construals. Observe the alternation in (3): 

 

(3) a. Chi pensi-tu chei  gabie  visto al   marcà? 

  Who think=you that=theyM haveSUBJ seen at.the market 

  “Who do you believe they met at the market?” 

 b. Pensi-tu chei   gabie  visto chi al   marcà? 

  Think=you that=theyM= haveSUBJ seen who at.the market 

 

 Trevisan differs from the more widely known, closely-related variety of Bellunese known as 

Pagotto (Munaro 1995, Munaro et al. 2001, and related works), in which wh-in situ is obligatory 

with bare wh-words, as shown in (4a-b), but disallowed with lexically-restricted ones, (4c,d). 

 

(4) a. Ha-tu  magnà che? 

  Have=you eaten  what 
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  “What did you eat?” 

 b.  * Che  ha-tu  magnà? 

  What  have=you eaten  

 c. Che  libro ha-tu   ledest? 

  What  book have=you read 

  “Which book did you read?” 

 d.  * Ha-tu  ledest  che libro? 

  Have=you read  what book 

	(Pagotto, Munaro 1997) 
 

 In its optionality and insensitivity to the lexical restrictedness of the the clause-internal wh-

element, Trevisan resembles French. It differs from French however, and resembles Pagotto and 

many other North Italian dialects, in requiring subject-clitic inversion (SClI) in both ex situ and in 

situ wh-questions (Manzini & Savoia 2011, Bonan 2019, a.o.). In French, to recall, subject-clitic 

inversion is optional with wh-ex situ and totally impossible with wh-in situ. Compare Trevisan (5) 

and (6) and French (7).2 

 

(5) a. Ga-tu  magnà cuando?  

  Have=you eaten  when 

  “When did you eat?  

 b. Cuando  ga-tu  magnà? 

  When  have=you eaten 

  “When did you eat?” 

 

(6) a.  * Te  gà magnà cuando?  

  You=  have eaten  when 

 b.  * Cuando  te  gà magnà? 

  When  you= have eaten 

                                                
2	Like many Northern Italian dialects, Trevisan has two series of nominative clitics, one used in 

declaratives and one in interrogatives. Here, te is the declarative 2PS clitic, while tu is its 

interrogative counterpart. For further discussion, refer to Bonan (2019).	
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  “When did you eat?” 

 

(7) a.  * As-tu  mangé quand? 

            Have=you eaten  when 

             “When did you eat?” 

 b. Tu  as mangé quand? 

        You have eaten  when 

 c. Quand as-tu  mangé? 

  When have=you eaten 

 b. Quand tu as mangé? 

  When you have eaten 

(French) 

 

 The situation that we have just outlined is not completely reproduced in genuine wh-

questions that contain a why-word. This is expected under much recent work on the syntax of ‘why’ 

(Rizzi 2001, Shlonsky & Soare 2011, a.o.) 

 In this paper, we first present novel data on the two why-words of Trevisan, parché and 

parcossa, and argue that one of the main peculiarities of the wh-interrogatives of this language is 

that while parcossa has the distribution of a regular wh-element (felicitous clause internally, 

requiring subject-clitic inversion, etc.), parché is distributionally a regular why-word in the sense 

of Rizzi (2001) and resembles Italian perché and English ‘why’ (§2). Then, in §3, we present and 

discuss data on intervention effects by negation and the co-occurrence of why-words with 

contrastively focused constituents, all of which strongly suggest that parché is externally-merged 

directly in the Left Periphery of the clause, while parcossa starts out TP-internally. 

 

 

2. Trevisan parché vs parcossa: Data 

 

The distribution of Trevisan parcossa parallels that of the wh-words overviewed in (2) and (3). 

This is unexpected if why-words are indeed directly merged in the Left Periphery, ungrammatical 

in a clause-internal position, and not obligatorily construed with subject-inversion in languages that 
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otherwise require inversion in interrogatives (see Rizzi 2001 on Italian perché). These properties 

lead to a working hypothesis, which we will attempt to substantiate in the following sections: the 

differences between the two why-words of Trevisan are a consequence of their different external-

merge positions. 

 

2.1 Distributional properties of parché and parcossa 

 

Parcossa can appear either in situ or in a clause-peripheral position. When parcossa is left-

peripheral, it must either be combined with SClI or, for some but not all speakers, followed by the 

complementizer che. Observe the contrasts in (8): 

 

(8) a. Parcossa  sì-tu  ndàa  al marcà? 

           Parcossa are=you gone.F to.the market 

  “Why did you go to the market?” 

 b.  * Parcossa te sì ndàa  al marcà? 

  Parcossa you= are goneF  to.the market 

 c. % Parcossa che te sì ndaa  al marcà? 

  Parcossa  that you= are goneF  to.the market 

 

 Parcossa is also perfectly fine clause-internally, as in (9): 

 

(9) Sì-tu  ndàa  parcossa al marcà? 

 Are=you goneF  parcossa to.the market 

 “Why did you go to the market?” 

 

 Parcossa is obligatorily construed with a phonetically-realised that-complementizer, che, in 

embedded questions, such as the one in (10). In this respect, parcossa behaves like all regular wh-

words of Trevisan, as illustrated in the examples with cuando, ‘when’, in (11): 

 

(10) Voria  saver  parcossa *(che) te sì ndaa  al   marcà 

 Would1PS know  parcossa    that  you= are goneF  to.the market 
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 “I’d like to know why you went to the market” 

 

(11) a. Voria  saver  cuando *(che) te  sì  ndaa   al   marcà 

  Would1PS know  when     that  you2= are goneF  to.the market 

  “I’d like to know when you went to the market” 

 b. Cuando *(che) te sì ndaa  al  marcà? 

  When    that  you= are goneF  to.the  market 

  “When did you go to the market?” 

 

 The distribution and syntax of parché crucially differ from those of parcossa. First of all, 

parché is degraded clause-internally. 

 

(12) ?? Te sì ndàa  parché al marcà? 

           You= are goneF  parché to.the market 

  “Why did you go to the market?” 

 

Secondly, it cannot be combined with subject-clitic inversion, as illustrated by the contrast in (13). 

 

(13) a.  * Parché sì-tu  ndàa  al marcà? 

           Parché are=you gone.F to.the market 

           “Why did you go to the market?” 

 b. Parché te sì ndàa  al marcà? 

           Parché you= are goneF  to.the market 

 

 Thirdly, parché is incompatible with a following che, as illustrated in (14), in both direct and 

indirect questions: 

 

(14) a. Voria  saver  parché (*che) te sì  ndaa  al   marcà 

  Would1PS know  parché    that  you= are goneF to.the market 

  “I’d like to know why you went to the market” 

 b. Parché (*che) te sì ndaa  al  marcà? 
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  Parché    that  you= are goneF  to.the  market 

  “Why did you go to the market? 

 

 Table 1 summarises the distributional properties of parché and parcossa discussed so far, 

compared to those of the regular wh-word ‘cuando’: 

 

 Parché Parcossa Cuando 

Ex situ + SClI    
Ex situ, NO SClI    

In situ + SClI    
In situ, NO SClI    

Compatibility with that-COMP    
Table 1: Distribution of parché, parcossa and regular wh-words in Trevisan 

 

 In the next section, we briefly consider the different compatibilities of the why-words of 

Trevisan with (lexical) subject-inversion. 

 

2.2 Subject-inversion with parché and parcossa 

 

What we have tried to show in §2.1 is that parcossa behaves like a regular wh-element, whereas 

parché does not. Another property shared by parcossa and other wh-elements is the impossibility 

for a lexical subject to appear to the immediate right of a fronted wh-element, as shown in (15). 

 

(15) a.  * Cuando to mama cant-ea? 

  When your mother sings=she 

  “When does your mother sing?” 

 b. Cuando cant-ea,  to mama? 

  When sings=she      # your mother 

  “Your mother, when does she sing?” 

 c. To mama,  cuando cant-ea? 

  Your mother   # when  sings=she 
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  “Your mother, when does she sing?” 

 

 Indeed, a fronted parcossa is incompatible with an immediately following lexical subject, as 

illustrated in (16a); the only available position for a lexical subject construed with a fronted 

parcossa is a dislocated one, as in examples (16b-c). Note that we make use of the symbol “#” to 

signal that the constituents that immediately precede and follow it constitute independent 

intonational phrases: 

 

(16) a.  * Parcossa to mama cant-ea? 

  Parcossa your mother sings=she 

  “Why is your mother singing?” 

 b. Parcossa cant-ea,  to mama? 

  Parcossa sings=she    # your mother 

  “You mother, why is she singing?” 

 c. To mama, parcossa cant-ea? 

  Your mother   # parcossa sings=she 

  “You mother, why is she singing?” 

 

 Differently from parcossa, parché is compatible both with a directly following lexical 

subject, as in (17a), as well as with a dislocated lexical subject, as in (17b-c): 

 

(17) a. Parché to mama a canta? 

  Parché your mother she= sings 

  “Why is your mother singing?” 

 b. Parché a  canta, to mama? 

  Parché she= sings    # your mother 

  “Your mother, why is she singing?” 

 c. To mama, parché a canta? 

  Your mother   # parché she= sings 

  “Your mother, why is she singing?” 
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 Optional subject-inversion characterizes perché in Italian (Rizzi 2001), as illustrated in (18). 

In contrast, all other wh-words in Italian, like parcossa or cuando in Trevisan, require subject-

inversion, as in (19): 

 

(18) a.  Perché ha cantato Gianni? 

             Perché has sung  Gianni 

  “Why did Gianni sing?” 

        b.  Perché Gianni ha cantato? 

             Perché Gianni has sung 

(Standard Italian) 

         

(19) a.  Quando ha cantato Gianni? 

             When has sung  Gianni 

             “When did Gianni sing?” 

       b.    * Quando Gianni ha cantato? 

             When Gianni has sung 

(Standard Italian) 

 

 Given the distributional differences between parché and parcossa discussed so far, we now 

outline a theoretical analysis of the syntax of both why-words of Trevisan. 

 

 

3. Parcossa vs parché: Analysis  

 

All of the data presented and discussed in §2 clearly suggest that the two why-words of Trevisan, 

parché and parcossa, despite being truth-conditionally equivalent, are syntactically different. As 

previously mentioned, ‘why’ has been argued to be cross-linguistically different from other wh-

elements: instead of being externally-merged within TP and then moved to the Left Periphery of 

the clause, ‘why’ is either externally-merged directly in the specifier of the left-peripheral 

Int(errogative)P (Rizzi 2001), or internally-merged there from a lower, left-peripheral projection 

(ReasonP in Shlonsky & Soare’s 2011 terms). 
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 In section §3.1, we outline a brief summary of the existing literature on parché and parcossa 

in Venetan (see Bonan 2019 for a more detailed discussion), and then discuss the different 

compatibilities of parché and parcossa with that-complementizers (§3.2). Afterwards, we test 

intervention effects on the two why-words of Trevisan caused by negation in matrix and long-

distance questions (§3.3), and in constructions with contrastively focused constituents (§3.4). 

 

3.1 Parché and parcossa in the literature 

 

The morphosyntax of parché and parcossa has received limited attention in the literature on 

Venetan dialects. Munaro (1997) states that in Pagotto, parché can only be licensed in a fronted 

position, as in (20a), whereas the sentential element par far che (literally, ‘to do what’) can only 

surface clause-internally, as in (20b): 

 

(20) a. Parché no sje  vesti? 

  Parché NEG are2PP  come 

  “Why didn’t you come?” 

 b. Sje-o  vesti  par far che? 

  Are=you come  to do what 

  “Why did you come?” 

(Pagotto, adapted from Munaro 1997) 

 

 Munaro (2005) notes that parcossa, which was available in Venetan in the past, has 

disappeared from Northern sub-varieties over the last century, but has been retained in Central 

Venetan. Munaro & Poletto (2004) show that parché is the only wh-element of Pagotto that can be 

directly followed by the sentential particle po, as in (21). This peculiar distibutional property of 

Pagotto parché suggests, on the one hand, that parché is a regular left-peripheral wh-element and, 

on the other hand, that po might be the phonetic realization of the head of Rizzi’s (2001) IntP: 

 

(21) Parché po eli  ‘ndadi via? 

 Parché po have=they gone  away 

 “Why did they go away?”  
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(Pagotto, adapted from Munaro 1997) 

 

 Only in Mendrisiotto, a Lombard dialect spoken in Southern Switzerland, has parché been 

attested clause-internally (Poletto & Pollock 2009), as illustrated in (22): 

 

(22) Ta vet via  parché?  

 You go away  why 

         “Why are you going away?” 

(Mendrisiotto, Poletto & Pollock 2009) 

 

 According to Poletto (1993), Padovano displays the same parché-parcossa alternation that 

we described for Trevisan in §2, with parché incompatible with (otherwise obligatory) subject-

clitic inversion. The special properties of parché, namely, infelicity in clause-internal position, 

impossibility of co-occurrence with the complementizer che, etc., are due, in her view, to the fact 

that parché is a bi-partite wh-element composed of the preposition par (‘for’) and the 

complementizer che (‘that’) (or of the wh-phrase par and the the complementizer che in Poletto & 

Vannelli 1993). The bimorphemic nature of parché underlies Poletto & Pollock’s (2004) and 

Benincà & Poletto’s (2005) explanation of the impossibility of doubling parché in what they call 

‘wh-doubling constructions’, i.e. wh-questions which, despite the presence of two wh-words (one 

fronted and one in situ), have the semantics of single wh-questions. Poletto and Vannelli’s 

characterization of parché as bimorphemic cannot be straighforwardly transposed to Trevisan 

because parché and parcossa appear to be both multi-morphemic. 

 

3.2 (In)compatibility with that-complementizers 

 

In this section, we account for the obligatory absence of che to the right of parché, its optional 

appearance with parcossa and support our claim that parché is externally-merged in the Left 

Periphery while parcossa is externally merged inside TP.  

 Consider the following paradigms of data, illustrating the appearance of che in Trevisan why-

questions: 
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(23) a. % Parcossa che  te sì ndaa  al marcà? 

  Parcossa  that  you= are goneF  to.the market 

 b. Voria  saver  parcossa *(che) te sì ndaa  al   marcà 

  Would1PS know  parcossa    that  you= are goneF  to.the market 

  “I’d like to know why you went to the market” 

 

(24) a. Parché (*che) te sì ndaa  al  marcà? 

  Parché    that  you= are goneF  to.the  market 

  “Why did you go to the market? 

 b. Voria  saver  parché (*che) te sì ndaa  al   marcà 

  Would1PS know  parché    that  you= are goneF  to.the market 

  “I’d like to know why you went to the market” 

 

 We assume that movement from TP to the Left Periphery transits through FinP (Cardinaletti 

2010, Shlonsky (to appear)) and that che lexicalizes a Fin-head through the specifier of which a 

wh-expression has transited on it way to its final landing site in SpecFocusP or higher. Under these 

assumptions, the absence of che following parché (in 24) follows from the hypothesis that this 

expression is merged higher than FinP and therefore does not transit through it. 

 Consider now the fact that, when parché appears in the root, but is construed with an 

embedded clause, che is obligatory in the embedded clause. Contrast short and long construals of 

parché in a matrix clause in (25): 

	
(25) a.  * Parché che a te gà ciamà? 

  Parché that she= you has called 

  “Why did she call you?” 

 b. Parchéi dizi-tu       *(che) a te gà  ciamà?  

  Parché say=you    that  =she you has  called 

  “Why do you think she called you?” 

	
The che in (25b) is not Fin° but rather Force°, the regular declarative complementizer in Trevisan. 

However, if parché were bi-morphemic and composed of par and che, as in Poletto (1993) and 

related work, one would expect che to be absent in (25b), contrary to fact. 
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 We conclude that parché is (synchronically) monomorphemic and attribute the fact that it 

cannot co-occur with che as Fin° because it does not move through its specifier, but is externally 

merged in a higher position. In contrast, parcossa can be followed by che, as in (23). We argue that 

this why-word originates inside TP and either remains in situ or moves to the Left Periphery: 

therefore, its movement proceeds through SpecFinP, and Fin° can be lexicalized. 

 We further argue that parcossa is a PP, consisting of the preposition par and the wh-word 

cossa. Trevisan wh-PPs can either remain in a clause-internal position or move to the Left 

Periphery, trigerring either SCLI, as in (26), or lexicalization of Fin° by che, as in (27). 

 

(26) a. Ga-tu  magnà co chi? 

  Have=you eaten  with who 

  “Who did you eat with?” 

 b. Co chi ga-tu  magnà? 

  With who have=you eaten 

 

(27) Co chi che te gà magnà? 

 With who that you= have eaten  

 

 To conclude this section, we have argued that parcossa is merged in a clause-internal 

adverbial position (the specifier of a functional head, as per Cinque 1999) and either remains in 

situ or undergoes overt movement to the Left Periphery of the clause, in which case it transits 

through SpecFinP and either triggers SClI or contributes to the lexicalization of Fin°. We address 

the issue of the final landing site of parcossa in the Left Periphery in §3.4. Trevisan parché, we 

argue, is like Italian perché, externally-merged in SpecIntP. 

 

3.3 Intervention effects 

 

To further explore the syntactic behavior of the two why words in Trevisan and provide additional 

motivation for our hypothesis concerning the different first-merge sites of parcossa and parché, 

we now investigate whether intervention in Rizzi’s (2001) terms is present in the following cases: 

i. when the why-word appears in matrix (§3.3.1) and long-distance (§3.3.2) questions with a 
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realised negation; 

ii. in the presence of a contrastively-focused constituent (§3.4). 

 

3.3.1 Why-words in the presence of negation 

 

Wh-movement (of adjuncts) is blocked when it crosses over c-commanding negation, viz. Ross’s 

(1984) Inner Islands, construed as Relativized Minimality violations in Rizzi (1990):  

 

Relativized Minimality (Rizzi 1997) 

Given the sequence X ... Z ...Y, a local relation between X and Y is disrupted when Z 

structurally intervenes between X and Y. Intervention is defined hierarchically through 

c-command: Z structurally intervenes between X and Y when Z c-commands Y and Z 

does not c-command X. 

 

 X and Y cannot form a licit chain wh chain when Z is negation. However, if a wh-element is 

not moved over negation, but externally-merged above it, so that the configuration is either X … 

Z or X …Y… Z, negation does not intervene and the wh-question that contains it is, ceteris paribus, 

expected be grammatical. In light of this, consider (28): 

 

(28) a. Parché no te me gà ciamà? 

  Parché NEG you= me= have called 

  “Why didn’t you call me?” 

 b. * Parcossa no me ga-tu  ciamà? 

  Parcossa NEG me= have=you called 

 c. * Parcossa no te me ga ciamà? 

  Parcossa NEG you= me= have called 

 

 There is no intervention effect in (28a). This is consistent with our claim that parché is 

merged directly in the Left Periphery, i.e., above negation. (28b-c) are ungrammatical because of 

movement of parcossa across negation, as diagrammed in (29): 
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(29)   * Parcossai no me ga-tu   ciamà ___i ? 

                             xxx 

  Parcossa NEG me= have=you  called 

 

 The absence of (otherwise obligatory) SClI in (28a) should be construed in the following 

terms: SCLI is implemented by moving the inflected verb to Fin, and the negative head blocks such 

movement in Trevisan. The ungrammaticality of (28b-c) shows that negation blocks movement of 

parcossa independently of any effect it might have on SCLI: once it is controlled for, as in (28a) 

and again in (30b), parcossa is compatible with negation.3 

 

(30) a.  * Noo  ciamitu parcossa? 

  NEG=him= call=you parcossa 

  “Why don’t you call him?” 

 b. No teo  ciami  parcossa? 

  NEG you=him= call  parcossa 

 

 Let us further test the analysis sketched in (29). (31) shows that parcossa can be interpreted 

as questioning either the matrix verb dizi (‘say’) (short construal), or the embedded verb ciamà 

(‘call’) (long construal). In contrast, parché can only be short-construed, as in (32): 

 

(31) a. Short construal 

  Parcossai dizi-tu ___i     [ che a te gà  ciamà ]? 

  Parcossa say=you   that she= you= has called 

                                                
3 Note that the grammaticality of SCLI in French (i) should be taken to mean that T incorporates 

Neg and the two move to Fin° as a single head: 

(i) Pourquoi ne m’as-tu  pas téléphoné? 

 Why  NEG me'have=you NEG called 

 ‘Why didn’t you call me?’ 

 The Trevisan negation does not permit this option so that T can only move across Neg, 

yielding a violation in terms of Relativized Minimality. 
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  “Why are you saying that she called you?” 

  Answer: “Because I think you should be aware of this” 

 b. Long construal 

  Parcossai dizi-tu     [ che a te gà ciamà  ___i ]? 

  Parcossa say=you that she= you= has called 

  “Why do you think she called you?” 

  Answer: “Because she wanted to tell me about her promotion” 

 

(32) a. Short construal 

  Parché te dizi      [ che a te gà ciamà ]? 

  Parché you= say  that she= you has called 

  “Why are you saying that she called you?” 

  Answer: “Because I think you should be aware of this” 

 b. Long construal (regular parché-syntax: no SClI) 

      * Parchéi te dizi  [ che ___i a te gà  ciamà ]? 

  Parché you= say  that  she= you has called 

  “Why do you think she called you?”  

  Answer: “Because she wanted to tell me about her promotion” 

 

 Long-construal of parché becomes possible when subject-clitic inversion takes place, as in 

the example in (33). Recall that SClI is obligatorily triggered by interrogative movement into the 

Left Periphery of the clause: 

 

(33) Long construal (obligatory SClI) 

 Parchéi dizi-tu              [ che ___i a te gà ciamà ]?  

                            SClI 

 Parché say=you       that  she= you  has called 

 “Why do you think she called you?” 

 Answer: “Because she wanted to tell me about her promotion” 

 

 In 3.3.2, we investigate the effects of negation on long-extraction of parché and parcossa. 
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3.3.2 Long-extraction of why-words across negation 

 

Given that parcossa is moved to the Left Periphery, while parché is merged there, we now expect 

the short construal of parcossa but not of parché to be sensitive to the presence of negation. This 

expectation is confirmed by the contrast in (34); indeed, negation only intervenes in constructions 

with a short-construed parcossa, as in (34a): 

 

(34) Short construal (matrix negation) 

 a.  * Parcossai no me ga-tu   dito ___i che a   te   gà  ciamà?   

            xxx 

  Parcossa NEG me have=you  said  that she= you  has  called 

  “Why didn’t you tell me that she called you?” 

  Answer: “Because I know you’re a jealous guy” 

 b. Parché no te me gà dito  che a te  gà  ciamà?  

  Parché NEG you= me has said that =she you  has  called 

             

 We have shown that matrix negation only intervenes in the movement of parcossa across it, 

while parché is perfectly licit with matrix negation because it never crosses it. In (34b), parcossa 

in the matrix clause has moved over negation in the same clause, resulting in a violation of 

Relativized Minimality. We now predict that in the company of embedded negation, short construal 

of both parcossa and parché should be licit. This is confirmed by (35): 

 

(35) Short construal (embedded negation) 

 a.   Parcossai me ga-tu  dito ___i che no  a te   gà  ciamà?   

  Parcossa me have=you said  that NEG  she= you  has  called 

  “Why did you tell me that she didn’t call you?” 

 b. Parché te me gà dito  che no a  te  gà  ciamà?  

  Parché you= me has said that NEG =she you  has  called 

 

 In (35), parcossa and parché do not cross over embedded negation, and there is no violation 
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of Relativized Minimality. Clearly, then, it is not the presence of negation per se in a clause that 

leads to the ungrammticality of wh-movement, but only of negation in a position that structurally 

intervenes in the formation of the wh-chain. 

 We also expect differences between parcossa and parché to arise in case of long construals. 

With matrix negation, long-extraction of both parché and parcossa should give rise to a Relativized 

Minimality effect. This is confirmed by (36): 

 

(36) Long construal (matrix negation) 

 a.  * Parcossai no  te  dizi      [ che a me gà  ciamà ___i ]? 

     xxx 

  Parcossa NEG you=  say  that she= me has called 

  “Why don’t you say that she called me?” 

 b.  * Parchéi no te  dizi     [ che ___ i a me gà  ciamà  ]? 

    xxx    

  Parché NEG  you=   say  that  she= me has  called 

 

 The situation is expected to be different with long-construed why-words when negation is 

embedded. If parcossa is moved from a position below negation in the embedded clause, 

intervention is indeed predicted. If parché is moved to the matrix from a base position in the 

embedded Left Periphery, it should not be sensitive to negation in the embedded clause, since it 

would never cross it. These predictions are confirmed by the data in (37): 

 

(37) Long construal (embedded negation) 

 a.  * Parcossai dizi-tu       [  che no a me gà ciamà ___i ]? 

                 xxx 

  Parcossa say=you  that NEG she= me has called 

  “Why do you think she didn’t call me?” 

  Answer: “Well she might not be into you, after all” 

 b. Parchéi  dizi-tu      [ che ___ i no a me gà  ciamà  ]? 

    SClI 

  Parché say=you   that  NEG  she= me has called 
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 Note that long-extraction of parché obligatorily triggers SClI (in the matrix clause), as 

illustrated in (37b). Indeed, a long-extracted parché is not felicitous in the absence of subject-clitic 

inversion, as shown in (38): 

 

(38) Long construal 

     * Parchéi te  dizi che ___i no a me gà  ciamà? 

  Parché you=  say that  NEG she= me has called 

  “Why do you think she didn’t call me?” 

  Answer: “Well she might not be into you, after all” 

 

	 We therefore conclude that parcossa is externally-merged below negation (and moved into 

the Left Periphery of the clause), whereas parché is always merged directly in the Left Periphery, 

presumably in SpecIntP. Therefore, negation only intervenes when something crosses over it, 

which happens systematically with parcossa, and with parché only when it undergoes movement 

from a subordinate Left Periphery to a matrix Left Periphery in long-construal questions.  

 

3.4 (In)compatibility with focus 

 

In this section, we discuss the incompatibility of contrastive focus with regular wh-elements 

(including parcossa) as contrasted with the compatibility of focus and parché. The data discussed 

provide supporting evidence to our claims concerning the different external-merge positions of 

parché and parcossa.  

 In Trevisan, as in many languages, matrix wh-questions and contrastive foci are 

incompatible. In (39), the wh-element is fronted and the focus is clause-internal, while in (40), the 

focalized constituent is peripheral (presumably in SpecFocusP) and the wh-element is clause-

internal (see below):4 

 

                                                
4	In ditransitive constructions, the clitic ghe doubles the dative constituent, and is obligatory in the 

variety of Trevisan under investigation.	
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(39) a.  * Cuando ghe ga-tu  dato  I POMI a Gianni,  (no  i  peri)? 

                When DAT have=you given  the apples to John   NEG the pears 

  Literally: “When did you give THE APPLES to John, (not the pears)?”  

        b.  * Cuando ghe ga-tu  dato  A GIANNI i pomi,   (no  a  Toni)? 

                 When DAT have=you given  to John  the apples NEG to Toni  

  Literally: “When did you give TO JOHN the apples (not to Toni)?” 

 

(40) a.  * I POMI ghe  ga-tu  dato  quando a Gianni, (no  i  peri)? 

  The apples DAT have=you given  when  to John   NEG the pears 

  Literally: “THE APPLES you gave to John when (not the pears)?” 

 b.  * A GIANNI ghe ga-tu  dato  quando i pomi,   (no  a  Toni)? 

  To John DAT  have=you given  when  the apples  NEG to Toni 

  Literally: “TO JOHN you gave when the apples (not to Toni)?” 

 

One way to exclude these sentences is to suppose that the focused constituent in (39) and the wh-

element in situ in (40) move covertly to SpecFocus, in the Left Periphery of the clause, and since 

that position is filled, they are barred from doing so.5 

 Bonan (2019), however, argues that argumental foci and wh-elements move to a vP-

peripheral SpecFoc position in Trevisan (see Belletti 2004, distinguished from the left-peripheral 

FocusP of Rizzi 1997). They are thus not literally in situ. Under this approach, the focused 

constituent in (39) does not move covertly and in fact, cannot move, as it is criterially frozen in the 

vP-peripheral focus position (Rizzi 2006 and related work). However, the clause would then 

contain two foci: the wh-element in the left-peripheral SpecFocusP and the contrastively focused 

constituent in the vP-peripheral SpecFoc. The resultant sentence is ungrammatical, be it because 

the complement of the left-peripheral focus head, the presupposition, cannot itself contain a focus 

(Rizzi 1997) or because of the non-satisfaction of question-answer congruence, as argued for in 

Bianchi et al. (forthcoming). In (40), the focused consitutent is in the Left Periphery and the wh-

element is in situ. Here, the option of moving the wh-element to a clause-internal SpecFoc is 

                                                
5 One must also assume that the Focus-head can only have a single specifier, or landing site for 

movement. 
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presumably unavailable, because cuando is merged higher than vP. We suppose that it therefore 

undergoes covert movement but cannot access the left-peripheral SpecFocusP, which is filled. 

 Observe now, that parcossa is also incompatible with foci. 

 

(41)  a. ?? Parcossa ghe ga-tu  dato  I POMI aa Maria? 

  Parcossa DAT have=you given  the apples to.the Mary 

  Literally: “Why did you give THE APPLES to Mary?” 

 b. ?? Parcossa ghe ga-tu  dato  AA MARIA  i pomi?  

  Parcossa DAT have=you given  to.the Mary  the apples  

  Literally: “Why did you give TO MARY the apples?”  

 

(42) a.  * I POMI ghe ga-tu  dato  parcossa aa Maria? 

  The apples DAT have=you given  parcossa to.the Mary 

  Literally: “THE APPLES why did you give to Mary?” 

 b.  * AA MARIA  ghe  ga-tu  dato   parcossa  i pomi? 

  To.the Mary DAT have=you given  parcossa the apples 

  Literally: “TO MARY why did you give the apples?”  

 

 Clearly, what is relevant here is that parcossa moves to the Left Periphery either overtly, in 

(41) or covertly, in (42). It stands to reason that the landing site of parcossa is the left-peripheral 

SpecFocusP and not SpecIntP (as is presumably the case with long-extracted perché in Italian, cf. 

Rizzi 2001 and Shlonsky & Soare 2011). The pattern that we observe with parcossa is therefore 

the same as with cuando in (39) and (40) and the analytic options sketched out for these examples 

carry over to (41) and (42). 

 In contrast, the co-occurrence of a wh-element and a focus in the same clause is grammatical 

when the wh-element is parché, as illustrated in the sentences in (43): 

  

(43) a. Parché te ghe gà dato  I POMI aa Maria? 

  Parché you= DAT have given  the apples to.the Mary 

  Literally: “Why did you give THE APPLES to Mary?” 

 b. Parché te ghe gà dato  AA MARIA  i pomi?      
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  Parché you= DAT have given  to.the Mary  the apples  

  Literally: “Why did you give TO MARY the apples?”  

 

 Just like Italian perché, Trevisan parché is merged in SpecIntP, above FocusP. There is no 

reason to believe that a filled vP-peripheral FocP (under Bonan’s 2019 analysis of (43)) should be 

any different from a filled left-peripheral FocusP. Both are indeed compatible with a why-word 

merged in SpecIntP.6  

 Before moving to the conclusions, it must be noted that ‘reason why’ has been argued to 

merge directly in the Left Periphery of the clause, while ‘purpose why’ is widely believed to be 

merged TP-internally, with its occurrences in the Left Periphery attributed to movement (Stepanov 

& Tsai 2008 and related works). It would therefore be legitimate to wonder whether parcossa is an 

instance of ‘purpose why’, as opposed to ‘reason why’ parché. However, this does not seem to be 

the case: both why-words can be used to ask purpose questions (‘in order to P’ as opposed to a 

‘because P’). In support of this claim, in (44) we provide un example of un unmistakably ‘reason 

use’ of parcossa: 

 

(44) Butei   parcossa i persegheri,  de sta stajon? 

 Blossom=they parcossa the peach-trees  in this season 

 “Why are the peach trees blossoming so early?” 

 

 

4. Conclusions 

 

Based on the intervention effects by negation in long-distance extraction and the co-occurrence 

restrictions on wh- and focus, we conclude that, like its Italian counterpart perché, Trevisan parché 

is externally-merged directly in the Left Periphery (IntP as in Rizzi 2004, or ReasonP as in 

                                                
6 The reasons for which ‘why’ is semantically compatible with focus remain to be determined, see 

Stepanov & Tsai (2008) and Bianchi et al. (forthcoming). Crucial here is Rizzi’s idea the external 

merge position for Italian perché and, arguably, for Trevisan parché is higher than any focus 

projection. 
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Shlonsky & Soare 2011), while parcossa must start out TP-internally like all other regular wh-

words. This analysis explains why parcossa triggers subject-clitic inversion, whereas parché does 

not; why parcossa can be licensed clause-internally, whereas parché cannot; and also why 

parcossa cannot be directly followed by a lexical subject, while parché can. 
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